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#11 Secure Labelling in

Icy Temperatures

#16 Hot Rolling Mills Go for

GRAPHIPLAST® 7377
Labels in hot rolling mills face
high temperatures, rough
environments and storages
outdoors. Until now these
conditions forced users to either
use different labeling systems in
various areas or opt for costly and
clumsy system using metal tags.

Secure Product
Identification Solutions
Secure Tag
Attachment Solutions
Clip#1

a: 56 mm=2“
b: 25 mm=1“

all purpose clip
fix tags securely

b

a

Clip#2 small
all purpose clip
fix tags securely

a: 40 mm=1.6“
b: 12 mm=0,5“
b

a

Clip#4
tubes, pipes and
profiles/sections
fix tags securely
on front side

a: 32 mm=1.25“
b: 20 mm=0,8“

b

a

Clip#5

tubes and bars
fix tags securely
on front side

Clip#6

tubes, pipes and
profiles/sections
fix tags securely
on front side
without
damaging surface

Clip#7

a: 165 mm=6,5“
b: 25 mm=1“
b
a

a: 50-127 mm=2“-5“
b: 3-9 mm=0,1“-0,35“

b

a
a: 71 mm=2,8“
b: 20 mm=0,8“

strapping of bundles
fix tags securely

The GRAPHIPLAST 7377 tag was
developed to face exactly these
challenges. These labels meet all
hot mills requirements plus are
conventional printer friendly.
Work processes do not take
winter breaks, especially when
you are identifying your incoming
products and raw materials.
Steel Service Centers demand
labels that stick to cold, wet and
frosted surfaces. Temperatures
below freezing level should not
compromise your goals.
Standard labels do not adhere
at temperatures below 40F / 5C
plus surfaces have to acclimatize
prior to attaching labels.
The newly developed
PA-50-701 label not only delivers
the strongest adhesive solution
in above, but in even more
extreme Sub-Zero environments.

This new solution revolutionizes
identification of rolled products
that face temperatures up to
1100F/580C.
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Clip#8

all purpose clip
secures tags against
escaping
in heavy winds

a: 60 mm=2,33“
b: 25 mm=1“

b

a

Welding Gun
bars and sections
fix tags securely
on front side

Download in pdf on www.steeltags.com
--> Tag Attachment

Saving costs where and whenever you
can is crucial for today’s manufacturers.
Mills are increasingly concerned about
high costs of wire that is used to attach
identification tags.
Secure identification solutions require
100% secure attachment and
integrity of the data carrier.
Let us introduce our low cost/
heavy duty clip solution. These clips
save money and increase data security.

Application: One label meets all
requirements, including red heat

Application: Secure labeling,
even in winter in Sub-Zero

Benefit: Use of conventional
printers for a simple and clean
solution

Benefit: Quick and secure
labeling in low temperature
environment

Sample Requests:
Info@Steeltags.com or call
305-867-6161 / 1800-217-6215

Our designs and materials
are optimized to comply with
all specific requirements and
reach the goals you are searching for.
Please call or email us and
we will recommend the perfect solution
that meets your demands. We will also
provide competitive quotes
in order to replace existing solutions.
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Heat Resistant up to 900C/1650F +Acid Resistant, Flexible, Barcoded Strong Plastics instead of Clumsy Metal
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